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Four killed
on
U.S.
60
Students shocked by wreck
by JACOB MESSER
managing editor

An accident that killed four
people, including two Marshall students, left those who
knew the deceased in astate
of shock.
Four students from Marshall University and West
Virginia University were
killed in a failed high-speed
pass that ended in a violent
single-car accident early
Tuesday, city police said.
Afifth student survived the
2:45 a.m. crash in which the
car struck a MORE
utility pole
and tore into INSIDE
three
one of pieces,
which Our View, P4
ended up near
amobile home about 70 feet
from the point of impact,
Huntington Police Chief Mike
Nimmo said.
"Obviously, speed does appear
to be afactor, but we don't know
what the speed was yet,"
Nimmo
said of the
accident,
which happened
in the
4300
block of U.S. Route 60 East in
Huntington.
Huntington police will continue to investigate the accident.
The driver and all four passengers were 21 years old,
police said.
Police identified the four who

toherespeak
today
by CONNIE NICHOLS
reporter

Of the four.Marshall stud~n&' interviewed, two said
they have used e-file and were
happy with the results, the others have decided to keep using
the traditional way to file for
various reasons.
Nick Ross, Parkersburg junior, said he used e-file for the
first time this yea,r. He said he
had his refund directly deposited to his bank account.
"It didn't take long to file this
way and Igot my refund in two
weeks," Ross said.
Jennifer Johnson, Barboursville junior, said she used telefile and thought it was very
easy. She said she got her
refund in 21 days.
David Romero, Teays Valley
junior, said he did not think to
use e-file when doing his taxes.
He filed using the 1040EZ
form.
He said in the future he
might use telefile but he did
not think he would file by computer.
"I don't like putting that kind
of information through the
Please see TAX, P3

U. S. Rep. Bob Wise of Charleston, considered a possible
candidate for governor, will
speak at the College Democrats fundraising dinner at 6
p.m. today at Memorial Student Center.
"We rely on our own
fundraising and on donations
from the community," said
Ryan Gray,
Bridgeport
sophomore
majoring in
finance and
College
Democrats
treasurer.
He said
group
does the
not ______.
receive umver- WISE
sity funding.
Tickets cost $25.
Arley Ray Johnson 'and
Margarette R. Leach, both
members of the West Virginia
House of Delegates, and Marie
Redd, former Marshall professor and current District No. 5
state senator, will also speak.
"The dinner will be a good
experience ... an opportunity
for people to meet their politicians and learn more about
them," Gray said.
Wise will
speak on the
importance of
young people IF:<__,~,
participating in
the political
process, he said.
Wise confirmed the date
while meeting JOHNSON
with 12 College Democrat members who
attended aDemocratic National
Party Summit earlier this month
in Washington, D.C., according
to the group.
Members met Vice President
Al Gore and listened as he discussed the future of the
Democratic party, Gray said.
They also met congressmen
Wise and Nick Joe Rahall,
watched Senate and House
proceedings and toured the
Capitol and several monuments, he said. ·
The group's goal for the dinner is to raise funds to attend
College Democrats' conventions this summer in Little
Rock, Ark., and Los Angeles.
More i-nformation may be
obtained and tickets are available by calling Tony Ponton,
College Democrats president, or
Ryan Gray at (704) 886-9979.

greater," she said. "In scientific
review panels women, African
Americans and Hispanics will
get great opportunities."
Dr. Richard Niles, chair of
biochemistry and molecular
biology, has served as ascientific reviewer for NIH several
times. He was also chair of the
review panel of American Institute for Cancer Research.
He said being a reviewer is a
valuable learning experience.
"You can learn what kind of
grants are fundable, what they
are writing and what not,"
Niles said. ' You will meet all
the members of the review
panel, learn their experience,
and incorporate those ideas
into you own proposal writing.
"If you are ever offered to be

in areview panel, you should
accept it because it is very valuable," he said.
These U.S. Department of
Education agencies are searching
for reviewers: FIPSE (Fund for the
Improvement of Post-secondary
Education), Special Education
Programs, RSA (Rehabilitation
Services Administration) and
Elementary /Secondary Education
OERI (Education Research and
Improvement).
These U.S. Department of
Agriculture agencies are searching for reviewers: Higher Education, National Science Foundation, Education and Human Resources and all other programs,
National Endowment for the Arts
and Humanities and the National Institute of Health.

died as Jonathan Hudson, Adam
Burford, Jason McComas, all of
Charleston; and Nathan Shilling
of Morgantown. They were ejected from the vehicle.
Chad Hively of Charleston,
who was in the back seat and
wearing his seat belt, was listed in fair condition at Cabell
Huntington Hospital Tuesday
evening, officials said.
McComas, Hudson, Burford
and Hively graduated in 1996
from Capital High School in
Charleston.
A"real tragedy" is the way
President J. Wade Gilley
described the accident.
"Even though we are abig
place, Marshall is a family,"
Gilley said. "It hurts us all
when we lose amember of our
family.
"Our saying is 'We are
Marshall.' That means all of
us. Our hearts go out to these
men and their families."
Gilley said the accident is
an eye-opener.
"We always think it couldn't
happen to us," he said. "But
then tragedies like this happen and we realize it could be
us. It's asobering incident. It
shows how short and how precarious life really is."
Hudson and McComas were
sophomores at Marshall.
Flowers were placed in front of aPi Kappa Alpha composite in memory of Jason Mccomas, a
sophomore fraternity member who was one of four people killed in an automobile accident
Please see SPEED, P3 early
Tuesday. Jonathan Hudson, Charleston sophomore, was also killed in the accident.

Star running back E-file.available, catching on locally
charged• with DUI,
may miss opener
by KRISTA CRAWFORD
reporter

by JACOB MESSER and did not return phone calls
GARY HALE
made to his home.
editors
Chapman's blood-alcohol
level was nearly twice the legal
Marshall running back Doug limit when he was arrested in
Chapman has been sentenced Huntington March 14.
to one day in jail after pleading During a hearing Thursday,
no contest to first-offense Chapman was ordered to pay a
drunken driving.
$100 fine and $67 in court costs,
According to Marshall's court officials said Tuesday.
Substance Abuse Policy 1998- Chapman served eight hours
1999, players will be suspend- of his sentence Friday in the
ed for one week and one sport- Cabell County Jail and was
ing event upon their first viola- ordered to return at 8a.m. April
tion of the rules of the policy. 16 to complete the sentence.
As a result, Chapman may Chapman, who has three
miss the Thundering Herd's consecutive 1,000-yard sea1999 season-opener against sons, recently was named one
Clemson Sept. 4.
of eight captains for the ThunChapman could not be reached dering Herd this fall.
for comment. Directory assistance Court records showed his
blood-alcohol level was 0.185
had no listing for him.
Sports Information Director percent. The legal limit in West
Clark Haptonstall was not Virginia is 0.10 percent.
available for comment.
Athletic Director Lance West Please see CHAPMAN, P3

Rep. Wise

Internal Revenue Service
officials are offering what they
claim is "the easiest and fastest
way to file tax returns."
Electronic filing, also known
as e-file, is an option for those
looking for an alternate way to
file taxes.
E-file is away of filing taxes
by computer and telephone.
Four types of e-file can be
used:
• Electronic transmission of
returns by an authorized tax
professional. Tax forms are
completed and then transmitted to the IRS.
• Personal computer when
taxpayers complete their return using tax preparation
software and send it to atransmitter. The transmitter then
converts the file to IRS format
and sends it to the IRS.
•Touchtone telephone, called
Telefile, and taxpayers receive
a special Telefile tax package
from the IRS.
• Federal and state e-file

which is available in 36 states
for state returns, including
West Virginia. It allows taxpayers to e-file their federal and
state returns in one transmission.
"With less than a month
before the April 15 filing deadline, most people are looking
for the best way to file an accurate and timely return," Roger
K. Burgess, IRS district director for the Virginia-West
Virginia district, said in apress
release.
"Withe-file, the IRS sends an
acknowledgment that the tax
return is accepted," he said.
"And, getting aquicker refund,
possibly in two weeks with
direct deposit, is certainly a
plus."
Burgess said that besides a
quick refund the error rate for
e-file returns is less than one
percent compared to the error
rate for paper returns which is
almost 20 percent.
People who owe money can
take advantage of the e-file
option of paying by credit card,
bank debit or ordinary checks.

Peer reviewers gain experience
with grant writing opportunity
"If you are amember of an under-represented
by JIA HENG
reporter

The firsthand experience is
most often agood way to learn
something.
Running a university takes
money, and Marshall is relying
more on outside support, such
as private and government
grants.
One university administrator
says a good way to secure a
grant is by becoming a grant
reviewer.
Kris Rhodes, grant development officer, said reviewers
read the proposals to see
whether they are in line with
the agency's principles.
Reviewers rank proposals so
the agency can decide whether

"'

or how much money will be allocated to the grant application.
Rhodes served as a fiscal
reviewer on the National Institutes of Health (NIH) review
panel in March.
She said she learned how to
organize proposals and spot
strengths and weaknesses.
"When the proposal comes
up, you will have expertise in
it," she said. "It certainly helps
those who want to write agood
proposal."
Rhodes said being areviewer
is also a good opportunity to
meet agency personnel and
increase awareness of Marshall
among other universities.
She encouraged all faculty
and staff to actively apply to be
apeer reviewer.

population, your odds of being
selected will be greater."
Kris Rhodes,

grant development officer

Rhodes said those interested
in reviewing for a grant program should submit aletter of
interest and apersonal resume
to the selected agency. The
entry is entered into adatabase
studied by the agency when
reviewers are needed.
She said the best way to
apply is to call or send e-mail
with aresume attached.
Resumes should be formatted

with Adobe Acrobat software,
Rhodes said. She said she will
convert resumes to the proper
format for those without access
to the software.
Rhodes offered oth~r tips for
applying. She said the federal
government is always looking for
the diversity of the reviewers. "If
you are amember of an underrepresented population, your
odds of being selected will be

U.S. allocates $4 million for needy
Holocaust survivors
WASHINGTON (AP) - The United States plans to give $4 mil ion to an
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international relief fund that assists needy survivors of Nazi persecution.
The contribution wil be used to provide food,medicine and clothing to Jews
in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union, many of whom were "double
victims" of Germany and the Soviet Union. The goal is to help ensure the survivors "do not live out their remaining years in need," James P.Rubin, the
State Department spokesman, said. The United States has pledged $25 million over three years. Pledges from about 17 countries total more than $61
mil ion. Rabbi Israel Mil er, president of the Conference of Jewish Claims
Against Germany, praised the State Department's announcement. He said the
aid was desperately needed.
Page edited by Jennifer L. Tyson

Senators say designate smoking areas

dents will have three strikes
Student
Senate three
make
suggestions to Student Conduct and Welfare
Committee before
their parents are notiby BUTCH BARKER
or more drug or alcohol smoking situation should not ered Sen. Zehna Haikal.
to go then we wouldn't be tak- fied of their "criminal" status.

Life! editor
After amany-sided debate at
Tuesday's Student Senate meeting, senators decided to make
recommendations to the
Student Conduct and Welfare
Committee on what should be
done regarding three campus
issues.
Senators voted to suggest
making designated smoking
areas on campus, allowing alcohol companies to sponsor athletic events and notifying parents only if the student h~s

violations.
Senators were asked to
address the issues by the committee to help find possible
solutions to the problems.
Sen. Nicole Nelson said
although the Student Conduct
and Welfare Committee could
be influenced by the senate's
opinions, Nelson said the rest is
up to the committee.
Even though the senators
came to an agreement on each
issue by vote, not everyone
agreed on what to suggest.
Sen. Jack Hanks said the

be bothered.
"The last time I looked
around, we were in the United
States, not Nazi Germany,"
Hanks said. "If smoking is
banned then we'll be discriminating against a group of people."
Sen. Derek Scarbro agreed.
"I can see it now - all these
professors and students walking across Fifth Avenue to
smoke their cigarettes," Scarbro said. "(Smokers) are out in
open air. Let them smoke."
Scarbro's point is what both-

"It's my right to be able to
walk behind someone and not
have to breath in smoke,"
Haikal said. "I have the right to
breath clean air."
Hanks, Scarbro and Haikal's
opinions could have led to a
suggestion to leave the situation alone or banish it, but Sen.
Adrian Cain's idea came out
with the most votes in the end.
"This is apublic institution,"
Cain said. "Many other schools
provide designated spots (for
smoking.) As long as we would
provide them with agood place

ing away their rights - we
would be securing others'."
The decision to allow alcohol
companies to sponsor Marshall
athletic events went much
smoother among senators.
Cain said there should be no
problem with alcohol companies as sponsors as long as
there wasn't alcohol served at
the event. He said it would only
be beneficial to students as
additional revenue.
If the Student Conduct and
Welfare Committee takes the
senate's opinions to heart, stu-

widely dispersed in mountainous terrain, however, making
for difficult targets, he cautioned. Rain and clouds also
are hampering NATO attacks.
"There aren't huge concentrations of troops in the sense
·of massed armies that we
encountered in, say, World
War II in battles 50 or 60
years ago," Bacon said.
"It's more like small groups
trying to either destroy and
pillage villages, on the one
hand, or small groups going
after concentrations of the
Kosovar Liberation Army," he
said.
The Clinton administration
and NATO have accused those
groups of Army and security
forces of renewing ayear-old

genocidal campaign against
ethnic Albanians, who are
fleeing the Serb province of
Kosovo by the tens of thousands to bordering Macedonia
and Albania, creating a humanitarian crisis.
. "Ethnic Albanians are being
driven from their homes,
forced to flee their country in
large numbers and in many
cases are being murdered in
cold blood," Vice President Al
Gore told reporters Monday in
Chicago during a political
fund-raising trip.
Undersecretary of State
Thomas Pickering Tuesday
rejected asuggestion that the
bombing will not succeed and
that it will take NATO ground
troops to force Yugoslav Pres-

ident Slobodan Milosevic to I
sign apeace agreement.
"It is true that air strikes
cannot stop an individual
murder on the ground," Pickering said on NBC's "Today."
"But we believe that continued and intensified military
pressure on Milosevic can create such a range of damage
that it will bring about the
results that we hope to
achieve."
Five Navy EA-6B aircraft
were being deployed to help
jam the target-seeking radar
of the Serbs' anti-aircraft missile network. An Lockheed F117Astealth fighter crashed
in Yugoslavia over the weekend, possibly due to hostile
fire.

board of trustees for the retirement programs.
Clinton administration officials, including Treasury secretary Robert Rubin and Health
and H4man Services Secretary
Donna Shalala, are among
other trustees.
Last year, the trustees predicted that Social Security's
trust fund- would have enough
cash to assure retiring baby
boomers three extra years of
full pension benefits, postponing apotential cash shortfall to
2032 from 2029.
They attributed that improvement almost entirely to the
strength of the United States.

economy.
In addition last year, trustees
postponed a similar day of
financial reckoning for Medicare, the health insurance program for the elderly and disabled, to 2008 from the previously expected 2001.
Both the strong economy and
cost-cutting agreed to by lawmakers in the 1997 balanced
budget act contributed to Medicare's improvement, the trustees said.
Since those optimistic reports
a year ago, economic growth
has continued robust.
President Clinton and Republicans in Congress have

pledged to try to make changes
aimed l!t .s~,-engthening both
programs this year.
So far, however, little agreement exists about how best to
do that.
Among the options: adding
more money from government
surpluses or from tax increases, trimming benefits, raising
the retirement age or partially
privatizing the programs.

Senators agreed most students
are adults and should be treated as such, therefore the decision didn't come easy.
· "When are we going to learn
responsibilities ourselves?," Scarbro asked. "If we get arrested
it's up to us to accept the consequences."
Sen. Mandy Hicks said notifying parents may violate some
students' rights.
"In West Virginia, you become an adult at 18," Hicks
said. "I think it would go
against your legal rights."
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WASHINGTON (AP) The Pentagon is sending more
high-speed bombers, air defense-jamming planes and
refueling tankers to Europe
for intensified NATO airstrikes on Serb troops.
The five Northrop B-1
bombers can each carry 84
500-pound bombs and 30 cluster-style munitions.
• The wea-pons are designed
to destroy armor and artillery,
new targets in the second
phase of the week-old air campaign.
"We are beginning to turn to
hitting staging areas" of Serb
troops and military vehicles,
Pentagon spokesman Kenneth
Bacon said Monday.
,The Yugoslav military is

Children should breathe b~tter ,
and be safer because of school ,. .
renovations in 14 counties that
have been funded by the School
Building Authority.
The authority on Monday
allocated $5.4 million, which
eight of the counties have
pledged to match with atotal
$1.17 million.
About $5 million in sales tax
revenue is spent by the authority every year on such projects,
said Director Clacy Williams.
This year the authority also
spent some interest earnings
and about $109,000 left over
from similar projects funded in
previous years.
The money will pay for heating, ventilation and air conditioning system renovations at WASHINGTON (AP) - The
schools in Putnam, Harrison, strong economy is helping
Cabell, Marion and Hardy Social Security and Medicare,
counties.
possibly even postponing the
Also, money is allocated for day
when the two retirementadditions to schools in Raleigh benefit
and Greenbrier counties and of cash.programs will run short
new windows and other Some experts speculate the
changes at certain schools in good news will make lawmakRandolph, Pleasants and Min- ers
contemplating changes to
go counties.
Social Security and Medicare
The money will also be used this year feel less pressure to
to install an elevator in Mercer rush into any dramatic chanElementary School, as well as ges.
give some impetus
sprinklers in five elementary to"Itthemight
concept of aslower transchools in Berkeley County and
said public policy
renovations at certain schools sition,"
Marilyn Moon, one
in Braxton and Webster coun- ofresearcher
two private citizens on the
ties.
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2blks from campus. Contemporary
2bd luxury apts, w/fumished kitchen
(dishwasher), laundry, security gates, sun deck,
off-street PARKING. No pets, DD, $550/mo.
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PSYCHOLOGY CLINIC
AT
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY
Providing confidential services, by appom1mcn1 only, lo MU students and
employees and to members of the Hun11ngton Community for:

•Depression
•Job/School Stress
•Anxiety &Worry
•Habit Disorders (Smoking,
•Marriage/Relationship
Overeating, others)
Problems
•Child Conduct &Learning
•Family Difficulties
Problems
•Test Anxiety
•Other adjustment problems
For further information call The Psychology Clinic at 696-2772

STUDENT
LEGAL AID

•••
FREE
LEGAL ADVICE
for
MU STUDENTS
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Office Hours:
Tuesday
&Friday
12:30 p.m. -2p.m.
Located in MSC 2W23

696-2285

WIZARDS

Offers
Tri-State's
Best Man's
Haircut
Still Only

$9.oo

Voted
Tri-State's
Best Barber Shop

Dennis
Craig
Black Bar~r Stylist Dunford
Same Day Appointments

Walk In's Welcome

2557 3rd Ave. 522-7812

C: ;!¢0.¢¥p;J
Homes For Rent

Ladd Property Management.

Near MU.Apartments
Near Ritter
Park.
Efficiency
1&Rent.
2BR
Apartments.
House
for
Reasonable
Priced.
24Hour
Direct Spring/
Contact withSummer/Fall
Mgt. Available
for
PROVIDING
YOU
A
HOME
AWAY
FROM HOME! 634-8419 or 5256777

WASHINGTON (AP) Chief Justice William H.
Rehnquist is urging Congress
"in the strongest terms possible" to free the federal court
system from a spending fight
over how to conduct the 2000
census.
But his words have gone
unheeded so far.
In a letter to the Senate
Judiciary Committee's leaders,
Rehnquist said the political
battle threatens "every sector
of the judicial branch."
Acopy of Rehnquist's March
17 letter to Sen. Orrin Hatch,
R-Utah, the committee chairman, and ranking Democrat
Patrick Leahy of Vermont, was
released yesterday by federal
court officials.
Congress is fighting over
whether to pay for creating a
second set of census figures to
draw election districts and
hand out $180 billion in annual federal aid.
, This battle is tying up congressional spending, including
the Justice and State Departments and the federal courts.
"The judicial branch should
not, and does not, have any
role in this debate, as the resolution of this issue very properly rests with the political
branches of government,"
Rehnquist's letter said.

.. .. -.
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Summer on Hilton Head I., SC
Shore
Beach Service needs
Life9uards for summer season.
(843)785-3494
www.shorebeach.com
Indoor Work We are looking for
some
Light
indoorcanpost-holiday
work,
starts around
ath(!lp.$6-$7/hr.
We
schedule
your
classes
withoutOpportunities
a problem.
Management
available. Call 1-800-929-5753
today!
NOW HIRING (TOP MONEY) Pfr
FIT wiNol train
Experience
Necessary,
We
you. Mustwaitresses,
be 18 or
older.
Hostesses,
mixers, Dancers. Lady Godivas

Apartment Management Co.
1&2BRParking
Apts.130
Steps
toNear
MUMU.library.
Available.
Furnished/
UnfurnishedPriced.
Security24
Service.
Resonable
hour directfor Spring/Summer/
contact with Mgt.
Available
Fall
634-8419
or AHOME
525-6777
PROVIDING
YOU
AWAY
FROM HOME!
Gentlemen's Club 304-736Ritter Park 1BR Duplex Apt. 3391.
w/security
system.
1
year
lease.
SUMMER JOBS: The TriAvailable
for summer.
1 quiet
County YMCA is currently
mature
nonsmoker
preferred.
No
accepting
applications
for the
Pets. Christian landlord. Call 522- following
summer
camp positions.
3187
Day Camp Counselor, Sports
Camp Counselor, and Life
Available June 1. 4BR House w/ Guard. Applications are available
2Off
Baths.
2parking.
Blocks697-1335
from Campus.
atdesk.theForTri-County
YMCAplease
front
street
leave
more information
message.
call 757-0016
Bryan Apts. 1BR Furnished. 1/2 Sonic Drive-in - Now hiring car
block
from MU 696-9762
hops,
cooks, Part-time,
and drive thru
personnel!.
willn
Large Unfurnished House 1 schedule
around
school.
mile
from
camous.
6
B/R
21/2
person
at
3462
Rte Apply
60 iE
Bath.
NC.
No
pets,
utilities
not
Barboursville
included.
May523-or
June.
$1000Available
per month.in Call
7756
Furnished or Unfurnished Elf. 1
&
2 BR. $275-450/Summer
month
Deposit,
Discount. No Lease,
Pets. 697-0289

------~~~-----------------------~~ ~~~ ~~~---------~---~-- - -- - -- ------~-~ - - ~ - - - - - - - -
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Deadline for faculty
awards approaching
MORE INFO

Page edited by Amy Christine Blanton

by TONDREA DAVIS
reporler

The deadline for faculty summer research
award applications is quickly approaching.
Applications must be returned by April 5to be
considered for funding from the Research
Committee. Funding can be up to $2,000 for fulltime faculty who hold nine-month appointments.
Awards will be paid directly to recipients as
income and is subject to tax deductions.
According to the application form, "funds are ...
intended to support specific research projects
that will enhance the reputation of Marshall
University and the professional standing of the
recipient." Leonard Deutsch, dean of the
Graduate College, said he estimates that
between 60 and 70 faculty submit applications
each summer.
Applying faculty will be expected to complete
an application, attach a summary of the
research to be performed and aresume.
Only one award will be given per project. Two
faculty members working on the same research
project will only be eligible for one award.
Projects that are already funded through faculty
development grants are ineligible to receive
money from the Research Committee.
Subcommittees from each college will be
selected to review proposals. Applications will be
judged on the significance and quality of the
research.
Recipients must provide a summary of the
research to Deutsch by the first day of the spring
semester, Jan. 10, 2000. Those who do not provide asummary will not be a~le to apply for subsequent summer awards.

.
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More
is available
contact•
ing theinformation
member of the
ResearchbyCommittee
who represents the college to which one is
applying.
,: Danny
CollegeFulks
of Education
Services
(Teacher&Human
Education)
College of Fine Arts
Susan Power (Art)
,: College of Liberal Arts
Gwenyth Hood (English)
,: College of Science
David Mallory (Biological Sciences)
,; Co~unity &Technical College
Nedra Lowe (Department of General
Studies)
,: Library
Kathleen Bledsoe (Special Collections
Reference Library)
,: School of Medicine
Richard Niles (Biochemistry &
Molecular Biology)
1: College of Nursing &
Health Professions
Linda Scott (Nursing)
c: Liaison
Christopher Dolmetsch (Modern
Languages)

1:

Leadership scholarship available

by GAYLE L. SMITLEY . age leadership, she said.
resident and a full-time stureporler
Leadership West Virginia is a dent. The student must be

Students always need money
for college and apossible soui:ce
is available at Marshall's John
R. Hall Center for Academic
Excellence.
Martha Woodward, executive
director of the John R. Hall
Center for Academic Excellence,
is accepting applications for the
Paul J. Mayer Leadership West
Virginia Scholarship. Applications are due by April 16 in Old
Main 230.
The scholarship was established to honor Mayer, executive director of Leadership
West Virginia, for his work to
promote the state and encour-

program to train people to
become leaders from the business and academic fields around
the state.
This is the second year the
scholarship has been offered.
' The most important aspect
of the scholarship is that it is a
recognition ofleadership efforts,"
Woodward said.
"It's very important because
there are not many awards
that single out individuals for
leadership."
According to the application,
the recipient of the one-year,
$500 scholarship needs to be a
sophomore entering his or her
junior year, a West Virginia
Department of Athletics will
also issue apositive drug test
with its particular sanctions to
astudent athlete upon conviction in the following instance:
From page 1
•driving under the influence
Details of the arrest were not •public intoxication
immediately available Tuesday. •drunken and disorderly conThe city police officer who made duct
the traffic stop was out of the • •other related convictions
office Tuesday afternoon.
In addition ·to being suspendHe did not play in Marshall's ed for one week and one sportannual Green-White intrasquad ing event, the player will be
scrimmage Saturday.
referred to private counseling
It was not immediately on first offense, according to
known whether Chapman was procedures for the policy. Also,
held out of the scrimmage the head coach will be notified.
because of his arrest.
It was not immediately known
Marshall head coach Bob whether this was Chapman's
Pruett was out of town Tuesday first offense.
and running backs coach Ernie
Purnsley was out of the office. The As1,ociated Pres1, conAccording to the policy, the tributed to this story.

enrolled in afour-year program
and have acumulative gpa of at
least 2.75.
Students need to have
demonstrated significant leadership skills during their college career, according to the
application.
Some examples of leadership
include holding office in an
organization, student govern•
ment, being in a leadership
position in athletics and being
involved in community activities.
More information and applications are available by contacting Woodward in Old Main
230 or by calling 696-2475.

Chapman
faces
• jail time

Tax help
available
•'From page 1

internet," Romero said.
Jim Schmitt, Wheeling junior,
said he went to the IRS building to have his tax filing done
for him.
He said he was not aware
taxes could be filed electronically through a computer and
he did not receive a telefile
form in the mail so he filed the
way he was familiar with.
The IRS web site at www.
irs.ustreas.gov has a special
electronic service page with
details about filing and paying
electronically.
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Police Blotter
by BRANDON GUNNOE
reporler

The following information
was taken from Marshall
University police reports:
•na.Possession
of marijuaAt 10:17 p.m. Tuesday,
March 23, Jay. M. Bohannon
was issued an arrest citation
for possession of marijuana.
Officers responded to acall
of an odor of marijuana coming from aroom on the second
floor in Twin Towers East.
•March
DUI. At 3:35 a.m. Friday,
26, Anthony M.Armada
was arrested for driving
while under the influence,
driving on asuspended
license and obstructing an

officer on the 500 block of
John Marshall Drive.
Armada was observed driving in circles in the west
parking lot of the Fine Arts
building. He was then transported to Cabell County Jail.
•Friday,
Battery. At 9:45 p.m.
March 26, Elion
Dufrene was arrested for battery.
Officers responded to acall
of a fight occurring at the
Memorial Student Center
cafeteria. The complaintant
reported that Dufrene struck
him with achair in his back.
A battery warrant was
obtained and Dufrene was.
arrested and transported to
Cabell County Jail.

DATE

TIME

placement ewam for that dropped or failed course.
4. Astudent may attempt only one eHam per time period.
For further information, contact Nedra Lowe at 696-3017
or Monica Shafer at 696-5229.

Pre-registration is not required.

"It's areality check.
We can't take life for
granted. One minute
here, the next minute
you're gone."
Jeremy
M. Tuttle,
Pi Kappa Alpha member
here, the next minute you're
gone."
Burford, Shilling and Hively
were WVU students, police said.
Shilling was a sophomore
majoring in business and economics, according to The
Associated Press. Burford was a
junior majoring in history.
Hively is asophomore studying..
business and economics.
Burford and Shilling were former president and vice president, respectively, of WVU's
Beta Theta Pi fraternity house.
When the chapter voluntarily
gave up alcohol in its house last
year, only four members remained, including Bmford and
Shilling, WVU officials said
Tuesday. The pair left their fraternity posts last week.
WVU is on spring break this
week.

SJIRINGFEff 1999

3
WEEl(S

ANO
COUNTING

LOCATION

Students must meet the following guidelines to qualify for these
placement eHams:
1. Rstudent must be fully enrolled in Marshall Uniuersity or
Marshall Community and Technical College.
2. Rstudent may take each ewam only one time while at
Marshall.
3. Rstudent who has received a"NC", "F", "W", "WP" or "WF"
in adevelopmental course is ineligible to attempt the

27, John Patrick Hayes was
arrested for public intoxication and issued an arrest citation for underage drinking in
the 1800 block of Seventh
Avenue.
Officers responded to acall
of someone trying to open the
doors of a car parked in the
Cabell Hall parking lot. Hayes
was observed walking away
from the area in aintoxicated
state.
•March
DUI. At 3:33 a.m. Sunday,
28, Jeffrey C. Skeens
was arrested for driving
while under the influence and
driving with a suspended
license in the 18th Street of
College Avenue.

"He was really outgoing,"
said J.D. Thornburg, a Barboursville senior and former
president of Pi Kappa Alpha.
"He was an all-around good
guy. He really loved life."
Michael E. Ankrom, CharHudson, the driver of the leston
sophomore and Pi Kappa
vehicle, was ajunior ~tudying Alpha
member,agreed.
business.
"He
was
always laughing and
Charles A. Shumaker, Charsaid iA-nkrom, a 1997
leston junior majoring in print joking,"
Capital
graduate
who had to
journalism, graduated with pause between sentences
McComas, Hudson, Burford hold back his tears. ,i to
and Hively. Shumaker also "He was easy to talk to. He
played soccer with Hudson. made people enjoy themselves
"He was outgoing," Shumaker
he was around."
said. "He was well-liked by when
E. Harless, Huntingeveryone. He always had peo- tonKevin
senior and Pi Kappa Alpha
ple around him.He was good to president,
said McComas'death
his friends."
the fraternity.
Thomas M. Barr, Charleston has devastated
a shock," said Harless,
freshman, also knew Hudson. his"It'svoice
noticeably
weary.
"He was ahelluva guy," Barr "Nobody likes to lose abrother.
said.
is when people come
McComas was a sophomore This
That's what we're
majoring in education-safety together.
right now.
and amember of the Pi Kappa doing
"I
have
to
be an example to
Alpha fraternity.
brothers. I have to
McComas was the social the other
them cope with and talk
chairman for his fraternity. He help
this."
was responsible for organizing about
Jeremy M.Tuttle,Charleston
social events with other Greek senior
and Pi Kappa Alpha
organizations.
A"great guy,""hard worker" member, knew all five. Tuttle is
and "loyal brother" were among a1995 Capital graduate.
the descriptions Pi Kappa "It's a reality check," Tuttle
Alpha members used for their said. "We can't take life for
deceased brother.
granted. One minute you're

2:00pm
HH134
4:30pm
HH134
2:00pm
HH234
4:30pm
HH102
Students must haue the following items to be admitted to the
placement eHam sessions:

1. $18.88 Registration Fee for each ewam attemped.
(make checks payable to Marshall Uniuersity or haue correct amount in cash.)
2. Photo Ia.
(MU ID or ualid driuer's license.}
3. Pencils.
(Calculators are not permitted.)

•3:20Public
intoxication. At
a.m. Saturday, March

Speed factor
in accident
• From page 1

MRTH GENGL ISH PLRCEMENT EH RMS
April 13
April 14
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Look Great on Spring Break!

$2.50 off
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place, Marshall is afamily."

-University President J. Wade Gilley
Page edited by Rebeccah Cantley

OUR VIEW

Unity force
behind our
'We are Marshall'

I
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In an informal survey Tuesday students
were asked what plans they have for
spring break.

plain slogan

After touchdowns and three-point
shots Marshall's slogan rings high above
many crowds: "We are Marshall." It's a
pretty mediocre slogan, no flashy gimmicks, no over-rated promises, simply,
"We are Marshall."
As University President J. Wade
Gilley points out in today's page one
article, that ordinary slogan now takes
on extraordinary meaning, not because
we are celebrating avictory but because
we are mourning aloss, the tragic loss of
two students who were part of the
Marshall family. They were members of
the "we" in "We are Marshall."
It's times like these ~hen the deeper
meaning behind that 5!ogan is valued.
Although most people on campus did not
personally know Jonathan Hudson or
Jason McComas, both Charleston sophomores, they were connected to us all.
They were apart of the campus where
we learn, live and work each day.
They sat in the same classrooms, ate
in the same cafeterias and attended the
same events. The harsh reality of their
deaths is that it could have been any one
ofus.
We oftea forget how vulne~able life is
until an accident such as this occurs. We
speed through life worrying about the
next exam, the next paper, the next
deadline. We get caught up in petty
arguments and sometimes forget that in
this world the most important thing we
have is each other. After losing aloved
one or sympathizing with those who are
mourning, we are remindtd to appreciate the simple joys of living.
As we say goodbye to two members of
our community and as the members of
Pi Kappa Alpha mourn the loss of a
brother in McComas, we must now
remind ourselves of the importance
behind our own saying: "We are
Marshall." Underneath those words lie
the messages of unity and support. Not
only are we Marshall during the victories, but we are also Marshall during the
losses.
Members of The Parthenon staff
would like to send their condolences to
the families and friends of Jonathan
Hudson and Jason McComas. We sympathize with your loss and regret the
voids that will be left in your lives and in
the Marshall family.
As campus mourns the loss of two students, we must also celebrate the value
of life and the companionship we have in
each other.
Life is vulnerable, unpredictable and
often seems uncaring, yet, even in times
of loss we can take comfort in the support we give one another.
As_the saying goes, "We are Marshall,"
and we are one.

Editorial olic,

Please keep letters to the editor
no longer than 250 words. Longer
letters may be used as guest
columns at the editor's discretion.
All letters must be signed and
include an address or phone number for confirmation. Letters may
be edited for libelous statements,
available space or factual errors.

that.
Mr. Richardson also commentAlpha Xi Delta thanandcouldn'Wethough
had agreat time last week, ed on asimple solution to acidwe didn't win, we mine drainage, dumping limehave wished first place stone into the creeks. This is
embarrassed thanon morethet deserving
organizations correct, limestone will neutralDelta Zetas and Alpha ize acid. The limestone will have
by
l
e
wd
l
y
ri
c
s
Tau Omegas.
to be dumped into creeks and
for an INDEFINITE
To the editor:
-The sisters of Alpha Xi streams
amount
of time. Acid mine
Delta
Gamma
Beta
Chapter
drainage
NEVER goes away.
We, the sisters of Alpha Xi
That
limestone
be dumped
Delta, feel we must apologize on Letter reports at least every must
month, forever.
behalf of the entire Greek sysThink
about
who
is
footing
that
tem for behavior displayed at
bill. For awhile the coal compaSunday's Greek Sing.
factual
errors
nies,
then
the
taxpayers.
Also,
We do not believe all Greek
when the limestone is dumped,
organizations were accurately about mining aluminum
precipitates out of
portrayed at the event.We were
the polluted stream. This toxic
embarrassed by the lyrics,
substance coats the stream bed
dances and overall representation of some of the organizations, especially with parents,
members of the Huntington
community and President Gilley
present.
We would like to apologize to
those in attendance who may
have been offended by the way
some organizations presented
themselves.
The sisters of Alpha Xi Delta
are proud in the fact we presented ourselves without focusing on
drinking alcohol or "shacking."
We hope people realize Greek
organizations have more depth

To the editor:
Iwould like to respond to Mr.
Richardson's well-meaning, yet
ill-informed comments about
mountaintop removal.
Mr. Richardson is incorrect
when he states that less than
one percent of the land in West
Virginia will be affected. According to the numbers in the encyclopedia, the 236,000 acres of
mountain that has already been
destroyed by coal companies is
1.5% of West Virginia. That .5%
makes a difference of 81,000
acres, not asmall number.

and gets stuck in fish gills, literally suffocating them.
I am sorry to disappoint Mr.
Richardson on his last point,
tourism, but while not a lot of
big tourism dollars are spent in
these counties, there are a lot
spent in West Virginia. Mountaintop removal hurts the image
of West Virginia.
This hurts tourism and the
state period. Any true West
Virginian would be able to see
this.
-Clara Beard

me give you a background on
what got me thinking.
As most of you know, Iattend
classes in the journalism school.
Ihave noticed something in the
J-school as well as many other
departments on campus. Some
people have huge egos. Bigger
than they should. They also
don't care to tell you how great
they are. When you don't show
interest in their drooling, egobabble, they dismiss you as jealous.
Here's where the cows come
in. While I shoveled and forked
my way through the stall I
couldn't help but think to myself
'If I died right here, these cows
wouldn't care.' I also thought
'These cows don't care what
awards I have received. They
want two things from me. Food
and to get their crap out from
under their hooves.' Simple
thoughts, I know, but if you
think about it, you'll get what
I'm saying.
Maybe if Bill Clinton had
mucked afew stalls in his day
instead of dodging a war he
would be able to keep his
unmentionables in his pants.
What about President
Milosovic? Maybe he should
have spread some manure to
realize he isn't as great as he
thinks.

Awise man once told me "Win
all the awards you want. Make
all the money you can. But, 50
cents will still get you acan of
soda." I try to apply this to my
life.
Ah yes, the cow. We pet them,
show them, clean-up after them,
and eat them. We owe them a
lot. But, for the first time,Ihave
realized the cow can offer wisdom to those willing to listen to
what they say. They can teach us
much about life.
You can become amillionaire.
You can win thousands of
awards and accolades. You can
be the most popular in your
class. But when you die, you're
going to decay like the rest of us
and you can't take any of those
things with you. You may try.
You may request to be buried
with one of your prized possessions. But, in ayear, all that will
be left is that prized possession
and askeleton.
It's almost awards time all
over campus. Those who have
achieved the pinnacle in their
field, or, in some cases, knew
who to kiss up to,will be receiving plaques, certificates or whatever the visual aid may be. May
I give advice to all students
receiving awards this year.
When bragging to friends, keep
the noble cow in mind.

Cows .remind us to be humble
SCOTT

I had an experience recently
that I think everyone should
have. It was something that lets
you know exactly where you
rank in this world. It wasn't a
new experience. I have done it
all my life. This day, it seemed,
the event meant more to me
because it put some things happening around me in perspective.
You see, I live on afarm and
the activity Iam speaking of is
cleaning out the stalls in our
barn.
It's true. There'snothing better that scooping up the product
from the business end of abeef
cow to put things in perspective.
If everyone had to clean astall
once in their life, maybe the
world would be abetter place.
Where am I going with this?
You'll see my friend. First, let

Petersburg junior

"I'm going
camping, fishing and mountain biking in
the Cranberry
Glades. The
beach is. too"
expensive.
-Sam
Schrecongost,
Salem senior

I

"I'm going to
Daytona Beach
with alot of
friends. We are
going to tell
people about
Christ's forgiveness and I'm
very excited."
-Parkersburg
Kellie Honey,
senior

"I'm going to Alexandria, Va. to
see my mom, then to Louisville,
Ky. to see my
dad. Then I'm
gonna bounce
down to
Blacksburg, Va.
to Virginia Tech
to see my
friends from
high school."
-Amaude
Adams,
Alexandria, Va. junior
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p·1ayers now 'cool' in
Canadian pro team

Sluggers aim to 'move on'
by CHAD PENNINGTON
reporler

Damone Williams
by JENNIFER L. JOHNSON Williams said.
reporler
He said he is glad that he
will not be alone during his
Marshall's football program Canadian endeavor. "It is nice
has produced two more pro- to go with someone you are
good friends with," he said. "I
fessional athletes.
Corne~back/punt returner am really glad that Ricky and
Damone Williams and nose I are going together. Aguy I
tackle Ricky Hall are heading went to high school with
to the Canadian Footliall plays for the Alouettes, too, so
League's Montreal Alouettes. that will make it even better."
Despite his small size, Hall, who started at nose
Williams was best known for tackle the past two years and
being the punt returner who who had 82 tackles this past
never signaled for a fair season, said he is just as
excited to move on. "It is a
catch.
Williams said he is excited great opportunity for me to
and optimistic about playing continue my career," he said.
in Canada. "It should be fun "I think it should be alot of
because they throw the ball a fun."
lot there. It is alot like the Hall, like Williams, said he
MAC," he said. "We practiced is elated to have a friend
against this all the time here going with him. "The fact that
at Marshall."
Damone decided to sign influFor the player who refused enced my decision to go
to signal fair catches, there is tremendously," Hall said.
something different about the Hall said he won't let the
CFL that excites him. "The differences in culture bother
field is alot bigger up there, him. "They speak a lot of
so there wilt be more room for French up there, so with
me to work with," Williams Damone being there, at least
I know I will always have
said.
Going to acolder climate is someone to talk to," Hall said.
not the most sought after part Hall said he will not be
of his career, but Williams bothered by the cold weather.
said he plans to make the "Ball season is over in
November, so hopefully Iwill
best ofit.
"It is great to finally get be home by the time it gets
paid for something I've been too cold," he said. "I am just
doing since I was nine years so happy to be able to play
old and love so much,". ball."

Ricky Hall

For Marshall's baseball team,
what happened in the past
must stay there.
"You can't dwell on the past,"
coach Dave Piepenbrink said
about his team's 6-15 start.
"You just have to keep playing
and move on."
The Thundering Herd baseball team will play Duquesne
today at 2p.m. in Pittsburgh.
Marshall has a 6-15 record
overall.
Senior Aaron Williams said
the Herd must have solid pitching and defense to beat
Duquesne.
"We're hitting the ball real
well right now," Williams said.
"We have to keep a lead and
keep playing."
The Herd lost to Morehead
State 21-12 Monday. Marshall
led 12-10 in the eighth inning
before the Eagles scored 11
runs in the bottom of the
inning, eight of which were
unearned.
"We made some crucial errors
when we had the lead," senior
Aaron Williams said.
Piepenbrink
added,
"Defensively, we're not getting
it done."
Shortstop Sam Hoshner led
Morehead State with five RBIs,
while center fielder Mark
Dixon and right fielder Todd
Barker had four each. Barker
also went 4-for-6 at the plate.

has been alearning experience
for alot of the guys," he said. "I
think we'll be stronger when we
go into the conference."
Before losing to Morehead,
the team traveled to Spartanburg, S.C., this past weekend.
The Herd played four games,
three against Wofford College
and one against Youngstown
State.
After losing to Wofford 12-3
Friday and Youngstown State
10-6 Saturday, Marshall
rebounded Sunday to defeat
Wofford in both games of adoubleheader. The Herd got its
fifth and sixth wins of the season, defeating the Terriers 6-3
and 9-8.
In the first game, senior
Aaron Williams and sophomore
Joe Shetler combined for three
hits and four RBIs, while junior
Eric Pinkerton hit his fifth
home run of the season.
Senior pitcher Chris Grimes
got his first win of the season,
striking out four and surrendering only one earned run.
Three Marshall players had
two hits each - Williams,
Shetler and freshman Aaron
Ambur-gey. Shetler also recorded three RBIs, while Williams
and Amburgey had two.
Shetler and Williams also h'it
home runs during the contest.
photo courtesy of the 1999 Marshall Thundenng Herd Baseball Media Guide
Junior pitcher Sean Reeder
(2-2) pitched the final three
ninth, losing to Morehead State Williams had another per- innings to get the win. Reeder
for the second time this season. spective. "We're really young, had four strikeouts and no
Defense was all but forgotten and the beginning of the season earned runs.

After ascoreless first inning,
Marshall scored in five consecutive innings to take a 11-5
lead into the seventh inning.
The Eagles scored 16 runs in
the seventh and eighth innings,
though, leading 21-12 going
into the ninth inning. The Herd
was unable to rally in the

during the contest as the two
teams combined for 10 errors,
while producing 19 hits.
Piepenbrink said his team is
not making the plays to win
games.
"We're going to take alook at
some different guys at different
positions," he explained.

Sickness and injury cause Herd
tennis to suffer difficult season
by TODD MCCORMICK
reporler

Sickness and injury of key
players has caused the
Marshall women's tennis team
to have adifficult season so far.
The Herd opened conference
play Saturday against the
Mi~mi University Redhawks.

y
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BEGOD

"ANYONE CAN make claims. There have
been ochers who have claimed co be God. Icould
claim co be God, and you could claim co be God,
but the question all of us muse answer is, 'What
credentials do we bring co substantiate our claim?'
In my case it wouldn't cake you five minutes co
disprove my claim. Ir probably wouldn't rake coo
much more co dispose of yours. But when it comes
co Jesus of Nazareth, it's not so simple. He had rhe
credentials co back up His claim.
He said, 'Even though you do not believe Me,'
believe the evidence of rhe miracles, that you may
learn and understand chat rhe Father is in Me, and
Iin the Father.'
What were Jesus' credentials?
First, His moral character coincided with His
claims. Many asylum inmates claim co be celebrities
or deities. Bur their claims are belied by their
characters. Nor so with Christ, He is unique-as
unique as God.

[Mitina], and Tara [McGuire]."
"These are three people that
missed basically amonth...due
to injuries or sickness. That's
showing now because they are
behind the other people who
had that practice time," Mercer
said.
Match play in the conference
is expected to be competitive
this spring as Marshall battles
with the top teams for the season championship.
The Herd continues conference play at home on Friday
against Bowling Green. The
Falcons are coming off agood
victory according to Mercer.
"They beat Eastern Michigan
.
this weekend. Eastern
c:::>--,
, .~LE=i-~: : . -~- ·
Michigan won the conference
last year. Several teams, Miami
and Bowling Green, have
improved over last year...so it
wasn't surprise that they won."
The Herd will play Ball State
Saturday at the Marshall
Tennis Courts. Both
qr Campus .
9~5Sat ends University
523-7766 4th Ave. &11th St. Downtown · 4/10 matches will begin at 1:00 p.m.

Miami was picked to finish
second in the Mid-American
Conference preseason pole
ahead of Marshall (4-7overall,
0-1 conference) who was chosen
third.
The Herd fell 4-3 to Miami
despite solid play in singles
matches.
Assistant tennis coach John
Mercer said, "We expected it to
be competitive. It was a very
tight match."
Sheela Cabiling, who has
become astandout for the team
this season, lead the Herd.

"Sheela has really come
around. She worked very hard,
she's doing what we asked her
to do and really learned alot in
the last year. It's really starting
to show/'• said Mercer.
The tennis team has faced
adversity during the first couple of months of team match
play. Mercer attributes the slow
progress of some of the team's
top players to missed practice
time.
"I don't think it's any coincidence the people that are struggling, Stephanie [Jamar], Anna
~' '

If you have any questions or
if you want to talk more call

*

.·20% Off!
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Jesus was sinless. The caliber of His life was
such char He was able co challenge His enemies
with the question, 'Can any of you prove Me guilry
of sin?' He was met by silence, even though He
addressed chose who would have liked co point out
aflaw in His character.
This lack of any sense of moral failure on Jesus'
part is astonishing in view of the face that it is
completely contrary co the experience of rhe saints
and mystics in all ages. The closer men and women
draw co God, the more overwhelmed they are with
their own failure, corruption, and shortcomings,
We read of the cemprarion of Jesus, bur we
never hear of aconfession of sin on His part. He
never asked for forgiveness, though He cold His
followers to do so."
The above was taken from the article Beyond Blind
Fait'-an article that answers the question,
'1s Jesus God?"
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Students among large number of
World Wide Web users
Some students find the Web avaluable education tool, while
others may just waist valuable time. Find out the goods, the
bads and what some think about the Web...

Thursday in Life!
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Study abroad program
b~neficial, says faculty
ew places, new
faces - pack
the suitcases.
The Center for
International
Programs is
promoting student exchange
for the fall term, and students
are encouraged to look into
studying abroad.
The center offers avariety of
options for students to travel
and study in Great Britain,
Spain, Mexico, France, Germany, Sweden, The Netherlands, Canada, New Zealand,
Japan, China and Brazil.
"We need to push so that we
can decide who is going to go,"
said Mack Gillenwater, professor of geography for 28 years.
Gillenwater is in charge of
study abroad programs this
semester.
"One of the great incentives
of studying abroad is to learn
the culture in another country
and to get adifferent approach
to the disciplines they are
studying," Gillenwater said.
"It's acultural enrichment for
students, and it also looks very
good on a resume from the
standpoint of an employer
because this is aunique feature
that most students don't have
in their background," he said.
There are three types of
study abroad programs, Gillenwater said.
They are afull year abroad, a
standard semester abroad or a
short-term session of six to 10
weeks, used for students to fulfill foreign language requirements, he said.
Gillenwater explained students can either live in adormitory or in private housing
with ahost family.
"Private housing is a very
popular choice in that the student is able to interact with
people in the home -their customs, habits, food and entertainment," Gillenwater said.
"The student gets first-hand
culture living in ahome."
Cost for studying abroad
varies depending on the country and how long the student
stays there, Gillenwater said.
"Regarding cost with this

institution, the student pays bridges.
Marshall housing and tuition, "Spain is old and exciting,
and the only outside cost that and has an excellent Mediterapplies is travel and outside ranean climate," he added.
expenses," he said.
Spain and France are both
"Students on financial aid commonly chosen by students
and Pell grants can also study for studying foreign language
abroad," Gillenwater added. abroad, Gillenwater said.
"Scholarship students who The most frequent academic
have their tuition paid are like- goal for students who study
ly candidates to study abroad, · abroad is to learn aforeign lanso it's areally good deal. If I guage or study liberal arts,
were a scholarship student, I which includes history, geograwould definitely study abroad." phy and communication studWill Edwards, executive ies, he explained.
director of the Center for Gillenwater stressed that
International Programs, said students interested in studying
the study abroad program is abroad this fall need to have
designed to work with students applications filled out by April
to get the best travel rates.
1.
"I can't get you to Washington In addition, students must
D.C. for under $500, but two apply for aU.S. Passport at any
years ago we got students main U.S. Post Office, which
round-trip tickets to London for normally costs $60 and takes
$380," Edwards said. "Diff- four to six weeks to receive in
erent consolidators, local and the mail, he said.
national, and travel agencies Edwards explained there is
make this possible."
also a slight possibility that
The Faculty and Course some students will have to
Development in International obtain atravel visa.
Studies (FACDIS) is another The standard length of time
option for students who wish to it takes to obtain avisa is usustudy in a country other than ally six to eight weeks, but stuthose affiliated with Marshall's dents who pay an additional fee
program, Gillenwater said. It can receive avisa in one week,
is offered through West he said.
Students must also complete
Virginia University, he said.
Countries offered through atransient student form, which
FACDIS that are not affiliated assures the student that Marwith Marshall's program shall will accept transfer credinclude Australia, Ghana, its from the international uniIreland, Nepal, Austria and versity the student chooses,
Gillenwater said.
Peru, Gillenwater said.
"Students are better off going An international student
through an exchange program card must also be purchased for
that has direct relations with $20 in Old Main 212. Students
Marshall because there is more are advised to pay tuition and
of a communal relationship," activity fees and make flight
Edwards said. "We know them reservations in advance, he
and they know us."
explained.
Gillenwater said the most Edwards said students interpopular countries of choice for ested in studying abroad must
studying abroad are Great have agpa of at least 2.5 and
Britain, Spain and France.
the program is usually limited
"Britain is popular because of to juniors and seniors, but
the language factor and similar there have been exceptions for
culture and economy to the sophomores and graduate students.
U.S.," Gillenwater said.
"Spain is the number one Students interested in the
tourist attraction in Europe, program can contact Gillenand has a lot of old cultural water in Old Main 320
relics - castles, cathedrals, Tuesdays and Thursdays 1-3
museums and historical p.m. or call him at 696-2504.
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Students Brown commented, "Contrary to the stereowho travelled type portraying the French as rude to
abroad say it's Americans, I found them to be very amiable
an unforgettable experience, and they usually and hospitable."
have many stories to tell.
While in Italy, Brown said he found the
Two Marshall students who studied in same hospitality. "When Iwas in Rome, Iwas
Europe recall their most interesting moments trying to call home and couldn't figure out
how to use their special phone, and abunch of
abroad.
"It was great," said Dennis Nicholas, Italians started gathering around me," he
Elkview Marshall alumnus.
said.
Nicholas explained he studied German lan- "It looked suspicious at first, but they ended
guage courses at Otto Friedrich University in up being very friendly and helped me out," he
Bamberg, Germany, during the 1997 summer said. "I discovered they were fond of
term. He said he travelled through Americans when one Italian started singing
'Born in the USA' after he realized I was an
Frankfurt, Munich, Berlin and Bonn, and also American."
spent some time in The Netherlands.
Nicholas said one of his fondest memories of Brown talked about some of his experiences
the trip was first arriving in the town of abroad, saying his most memorable took place
Bamberg, where a "welcome" dinner was in Nice, France.
"When we were in the Riviera town of Nice
arranged
exchange
"We wentfortotheaplace
calledstudents.
The Wilde Rose, on the Fourth of July, we were downtown
which is arestaurant and brewery," Nicholas checking out the club scene," Brown said. "We
said. "The mayor of Bamberg was there to eventually ended up at ahotel bar where we
welcome us and the press was taking photos stumbled upon a wedding reception, then
as he began to tap an old wooden keg of beer tried to mingle, but were quickly ushered
out."
that looked like apowder keg."
Nicholas added that dinner and beer was on
the mayor. He said he got his picture taken '
with the mayor as he tapped the ceremonial
keg, and the photo was published in the town
newspaper.
"I wish Ihad picked up acopy of that paper,
but Ididn't," Nicholas explained. "I couldn't
have been hard to spot, because Iwas wearing
atie-dyed shirt and cut-off jeans while everyone else was appropriately dressed for dinner."
Nicholas said another unforgettable moment was aproblem with what he referred to as
apossible language barrier.
"We were in downtown Berlin in front of the
Brandenburg Gate and I saw two German
girls sitting on abench," Nicholas said. "I sat
down next to them and asked them in German
where they were from. They ignored me and
about 20 seconds later, they got up and left.
"Either I wasn't too suave, or my German
wasn't too great, or alittle of both," he said.
"Whatever reason, I got shot down like the
Red Baron."
Nicholas said he later met the daughter of
the curator of the German History Museum in
Bonn, and added that there was no ill communication between the two.
Aaron Brown, Charleston senior, said he
also studied in Europe, and travelled through
France and Italy, spending his time inAix-enProvence, Paris, Nice, Vatican City, Rome and
Venice.
Brown said he studied international relations and conversational French at the
Institute for American Universities in Aix-enProvence, France, for five weeks in the 1998 TOP LE": Aaron Brown, senior, at St.
summer term.
"I got achance to use my foreign language Peter's Square in Vatican City.
skills, and got to talk to people and experience TOP RIGHT: Berlin's Brandenburg Gate, in
aslower pace oflife," Brown explained.
Brown said while in France, he took aliking the wake of the Hanf festival, 1997.
to the culture and way of life. "It seems that FAR ABOVE : The King William Memorial
the French enjGy life alot more - food, wine, Church in Berlin, damaged from the allied air
conversation, sex -everything," he said.
"In America, we are too concerned with raids of WWII.
wealth and we are always chasing the dollar," ABOVE: Brown and company in Venice,
Brown added. "There (in France), they find travelling
to San Marco's Square.
their pleasures in the simpler things in life."

